or by truck. "We took it very seriously," says Casagrande. He and other inspectors looked for evidence such as signs that large trucks had been present at a biological site. But it was like chasing phantoms: Apart from a handful of foreign catalogs depicting mobile platforms, they found nothing to indicate that the movable beasts existed, the veteran inspector says. Even if there were mobile labs, Gläser doubts that they could produce substantial quantities of bioweapons. "Otherwise," he says, "Iraq would be the leading nation in biotechnology."
Although in the end they came up empty, many inspectors remain doubtful that they came away with a true picture. After all, "Iraq still hadn't provided any evidence that they actually decommissioned their bioweapons program," Casagrande says. "If all this valuable equipment and all these valuable reagents are being destroyed, the person who's doing it is damn well going to have some paperwork to back himself up just in case someone asks him why he did this down the line. It's a relatively momentous decision in their military history. Someone has to be holding some paperwork somewhere."
A new beginning
After the war, Iraqi scientists will presumably find themselves working for a new government that makes a clean break with the country's WMD past. "It's crucial to get the government of Iraq to turn around completely, like South Africa did" when the postapartheid government relinquished its nuclear arsenal in the early 1990s, says Pearson. Few expect that Iraqi scientists will pose a grave proliferation threat after the war. "We did not see big facilities with huge numbers of scientists working to develop WMD," says Gläser, who doubts that there will be "an exodus of scientists supporting Osama bin Laden or rogue states."
Nevertheless, some observers argue that Western nations should move quickly to establish a program that steers key individuals into civilian research. "Iraqi weapons scientists who find themselves unemployed and impoverished in the aftermath of an invasion could be tempted to sell their expertise to the highest bidder," warns nonproliferation expert Jonathan Tucker, a senior fellow at the United States Institute of Peace in Washington, D.C. One model he and others are touting is the International Science and Technology Center, an organization funded largely by the United States, the European Union, and Japan that has handed out peer-reviewed grants to thousands of scientists in Russia and other former Soviet nations. Establishing a similar center for Iraq, argues Tucker, who served on a U.N. bioweapons inspection team in 1995, would "make it easier to track the movements of Iraqi weapons experts."
Others say Iraq may not need such a program. A postwar government may be able to provide sufficient funding for science from its oil revenues, Casagrande argues. "There will be an explosion of legitimate science after the war," he predicts. "Iraq has very talented Western-trained scientists who could do outstandingly well with regime change." And for the first time in years, many of the Western-educated scientists will have the opportunity to travel abroad.
Most UNMOVIC inspectors, meanwhile, have now returned to their old jobs or, like Casagrande, taken new ones. (He has just taken a position as director of homeland defense at Abt Associates Inc., in Cambridge, Massachusetts.) It's unlikely that any of them will be on hand if the illicit weapons they were hunting are indeed flushed out. That job, the Pentagon says, will fall to scientists attached to specialist U.S. military units.
Although UNMOVIC's work failed to prevent a war, many feel it was worthwhile. The 14 weeks of grueling inspections, Casagrande says, identified facilities that should continue to be monitored after the war, providing "a road map of how to basically clean up once things settle down." And whatever else Iraq had managed to hide should soon see the light of day. Prometheus stole fire from the gods to benefit humanity, according to Greek mythology. Now NASA has borrowed his name for an ambitious plan to develop nuclear power and propulsion systems to explore the heavens. Officials hope this gift-just one part of a new road map for exploring Earth's neighborswill provide planetary scientists with an abundant source of power to speed spacecraft bristling with sophisticated instruments to the far reaches of the solar system. But Prometheus also brought down on humans the wrath of the gods, who retaliated by dispatching a host of worldly woes in Pandora's box. To avoid the same fate, NASA must solve some tricky technical problems, calm any public anxieties about nuclear-powered probes, and persuade Congress to cough up as much as $9 billion for the new program, which includes a mission using the new technologies to study Jupiter's moons. To pay for Prometheus as well as several other planetary initiatives, including a flight to Pluto, the White House wants to double solar system spending to more than $2 billion by 2008.
Researchers regard the initiatives as a strong vote of confidence for their field. But they also know that the program's high cost and technical challenges make it vulnerable Can NASA's Promethean Vision Bring Back Heavenly Data?
Researchers applaud NASA's new plan for solar system exploration, but a nuclear component, major technical challenges, and a hefty price tag will make it a tough sell P l a n e t a r y S c i e n c e Unbounded energy. A 2012 mission to Jupiter's icy moons is expected to be powered by a nuclear reactor that will greatly improve the craft's capabilities. The academy report became a rallying point for the research community, and it impressed NASA and White House officials. "Out of this chaotic, factious kind of feeling, we got some order," says NASA space science chief Ed Weiler. "And what came together was a real vision for the next decade." That vision received a boost from NASA chief Sean O'Keefe, a former Navy secretary with great enthusiasm for nuclear systems. "It's amazingly exciting; we're opening up the whole solar system," says Colleen Hartman, NASA's solar system exploration manager.
Weiler admits that Prometheus so far is more vision than reality. Its most difficult element is nuclear-electric propulsion, which would provide spacecraft with long-duration thrusts by using fission to convert heat to power. NASA hopes to have a working system ready for the 2012 launch of the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter, a mission expected to cost up to $4 billion. It's a far cry from the 1990s philosophy of smaller and cheaper spacecraft championed by O'Keefe's predecessor, Daniel Goldin.
Replacing tons of chemical propellant with a small reactor would allow probes to travel faster, carry more powerful instruments, and defy the constraints of gravity. Instead of a brief trip around Jupiter's intriguing moon Europa, for example, the proposed spacecraft could spend 6 months or more orbiting Europa and also visit Callisto and Ganymede.
The prospect of a new generation of power-hungry instruments intrigues researchers. "What if you are no longer limited to the volts in this office?" says Hartman. She estimates that Prometheus could provide 1000 watts for science, allowing high-powered radars that would penetrate the thick ice of the three moons, lasers that would comb the surfaces, and multiple landers. By comparison, the agency's most sophisticated deep-space probe, the Cassini mission to Saturn, provides only 290 watts for its instruments. Hartman predicts that data rates from the spacecraft to Earth could expand as much as 1000-fold.
Prometheus also would provide funding for a new generation of radioisotope thermal generators developed by the Department of Energy. The generators would replace conventional power systems that can't draw enough power from the sun to visit the cold and dark of the outer solar system. A $500 million probe to Pluto (which the Administration had opposed until the NRC report gave it high priority) has dibs on the last generator from the current series. The new generators, which like the current ones produce heat and then electricity through the decay of plutonium, could also allow Mars landers to operate at any latitude and last 10 times longer than those with solar arrays. The 2009 Mars Mobile Science Laboratory would be its first customer, providing coverage that Hartman describes as "all of the surface, all of the time."
Billions and billions
Such power wouldn't come cheap. Weiler says the entire Prometheus effort, with includes the Jupiter mission, would cost between $8 billion and $9 billion through 2012. Two years of in-depth study are needed to pin down the cost, he says, which is not out of line with previous major missions such as the Hubble Space Telescope. And the technology would be available for a whole generation of future missions. "It's like building the first B-2 bomber," says Weiler. "The second and third ones are cheaper."
But such huge numbers worry many planetary scientists and congressional staffers. "I feel uneasy," says one former member of the NRC panel, who predicts that "the numbers will go up and up and up-and what we get will go down and down and down." Trying to develop new space propulsion systems along with new instruments worries others. "Doing R&D in parallel with a mission is kind of scary," says one congressional staffer, who says the failure of one piece could halt the entire project. "Without a usable space nuclear power system, those very powerful instruments would be worthless."
Prometheus isn't the only item on NASA's wish list. This spring, it will begin a competition for new missions costing up to $650 million. Dubbed New Frontiers, the contestants will be four possible missions strongly backed by the decadal survey: a lunar sample return effort, a Jupiter polar orbiter, a flight to Venus, and a comet rendezvous. The winner would be named by fall 2004.
NASA is already under the gun to launch the Pluto mission by early 2006 so that it can use a Jupiter gravity assist to avoid a lengthy delay in reaching the distant planet. The problem is a lengthy approval process-Cassini took 6 years-that NASA must navigate. Cassini drew legal challenges as well as street protests. Environmentalists were concerned about the risk of putting nuclear material on rockets as well as the danger of a later spacecraft flyby that supplies a gravitational boost from Earth. Expected opposition to the Pluto mission could extend to Prometheus as well. NASA officials play down the environmental issues, insisting that safety will be a priority. But the recent Columbia tragedy could lead to second thoughts among lawmakers as well as the public.
Legislators began looking into the new planetary road map this week as House and Senate appropriators took up NASA's 2004 budget request. Weiler already faces financial pressure from the Gravity Probe B effort (Science, 21 March, p. 1827), the James Webb Space Telescope, and several other complex spacecraft under design or in development. Congress must also find the money to pay for the Iraq war, while tax revenues fall and the deficit soars past $300 billion. The new plan, worry some planetary researchers, could succumb to a Pandora's box of technical and budgetary problems.
"There may be a morning after," warns Arizona's Sykes. But for now, he and other planetary scientists are hoping that Prometheus can fire up the imagination of U.S. politicians and the public-and bring home the heavenly goods for researchers. 
